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ReSumo

Apresentamos urn breve resumo de alguns modelos para confiabili-
dade de software introduzidos na literatura. O uso de métodos Bayesianos
é um modo apropriado de se obter inferencias para confiabilidade de soft-
ware, pois especialistas em software, em geral tem opinizio prévia sobre
as falhas de um programa computacional. Exploramos o uso de métodos
de aproximagao para a obtengao de sumarios a posteriori de interésse
considerando alguns modelos de confiabilidade de software.
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Abstract

We present a brief review of some existing software reliability models introduced
in the literature. The use of Bayesian methods is a suitable way to get inferences
for software reliability, since software experts usually have prior opinion on the
failures of a computer program. We explore the use of approximation methods to
get posterior summaries of interest considering some software reliability models.
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1 Introduction
Software reliability is the probability of a computer program to be free of error in

operation during a specified period of time. The software failures are related to errors in
syntax or logic (see for example, Singpurwalla and Wilson, 1994). Once such an error is
found, it can be corrected and does not give rise to any more failures.

Software randomly that justify the use of stochastic models for software reliability is
related to a program receiving many different inputs, each with its own path through the
software and so capable of bringing different errors in light. These different inputs arrive
to the software randomly, which implies in detection of errors in a random way.

The literature in statistics and especially in software engineering presents many dif-
ferent models for software reliability (see for example, Singpurwalla and Wilson, 1994; or
Mazzuchi and Soyer, 1988).

Among these stochastic models, we have two different strategies:

Type I Strategy: Modelling times between successive failures of the software.

Type II Strategy: Modelling the number of failures of the software up to a given time.

The type I strategy models can be derived from considerations of the failure rates of
the software (type I-l strategy) or to define a stochastic relationship between successive
failure times (type l-2 strategy). '

A popular model of type I-1 strategy is introduced by Jelinski and Moranda (1972).
Suppose thet the total number of bugs in the program is N, and suppose that each time
the software fails, one bug is corrected.

The failure rate of the i-th time between failures T;, is assumed to be a constant
proportional to N — z' + 1, which is the number of bugs remaining in the program.

Thus, the failure rate for T,- is given by,

TT.‘ (th’A) = A(N — 7: ‘l’ 1) (1)

where i = 1,2, 3, . . . ,t 2 0, for some constant A.

This means that if N and A are Known, then T,- has an exponential density,

f (t,|A.~) = Ae e'm‘ (2)



where A, = MN -— i + 1).

Considering Th. . . ,T,,, independent random variables with density (2), the maximum
likelihood estimators for A and N satisfy the equations,

(3)

where N 2 n, and

) 3" fisn—Z?=,(z'—1)t,- “1:1 '

Some modifications of JM model (1) are presented in the literature. Moranda (1975),
supposed that the fixing of bugs that cause early failures in the system reduces the failure
rate more than the fixing of bugs that occur later, because these early bugs are more likely
to be the bigger ones. Thus, Moranda (1975) assume that the failure rate should remain
constant for each T,-, but that it should be made to decrease geometrically in i after each
failure, that is, for constants D and K,

may), K) = BK"-1
. (4)

wheret20,D>0and0<K<1.
Goel and Okumoto (1978) propose a model similar to JM model, but assuming that

there is a probability p,0 S p S 1, of fixing a bug when it is encountered. Thus, the
failure rate of T,- is given by

rr.~(t I MAJ?) = MN — p(i—1))
'

(5)

When p =1, we get the JM model (1).

Schick and Wolverton (1978) assume that the failure rate is proportional to the number
of bugs remaining in the system, and the time elapsed since the last failure. Thus,

rife | N, A) = MN — i + 1)t - (6)

Other models also are proposed in the literature following type] —— 1 strategy. An
alternative to- model time between failures is to define a stochastic relationship between



successive failure times (type I-2 strategy). As an example, let T1, . . . ,T,, . .. be random
variables denoting the length of time betWeen successive failures of the software, With the
relationship,

Ti+1 = pT.‘ + 6.’ (7)

Where p__> 0 is a constant, and e; is an error term.

Among type II strategy models, Moranda (1975), proposes a Poisson process to de-

scribe the number of failuresin each successive time period. Other type II strategy models

are proposed by Goel and Okumoto (1979), Cool (1983) and Musa and Okumoto (1984).

2 The Use of Bayesian Methods for Software Relié
ability

The useof Bayesian methods is a suitable alternative to get inferences for software
reliability: Usually software experts have prior opinion about software which could be
incorporated as a prior distribution for the parameters of the model.

When we have difficulties to get analytical solutions for the Bayesian integrals required
to find the posterior summaries of interest, we could use one among the different existing
strategies: the use of numerical methods (see for example, Naylor and Smith, 1982); the
use of approximation methods for integrals (see for example, Tierney and Kadane, 1986);
or the use of Monte Carlo or Gibbs sampling methods (see for example, Kloek and Van
Dijk, 1978; or Gelfand and Smith, 1990).

Some special Bayesian software reliability models are introduced in the literature. Lit-
tlewood and Verrall (1973) assume that the i-th time between failures has an exponential
distribution with failure rate A,- and density,

f'.r.-(t I A1) = Ase—A"
,

(8)

where t 2 0,11; > 0 and that instead of A,- be considered decreasing with certainty, as
is assumed in the JM model (1),>they assumed the sequence of A’s to be stochastically
decreasing, that is, P(A,-+1 < A)> P(A- <.A), for 1' = 1, 2,. ., and /\ > 0.

Thus, they consider a gamma distribution for A with shape parameter a and scale
1/1(1), where W)1s a monotonically increasing function of1,



we | aw» = —['f.((2]) Wes-“0°- <9)

The function 1/)(i) is supposed to describe the quality of the programmer and the pro-
gramming task, and is supposed completely known. Mazzuchi and Soyer (1988) propose
the use of ¢(i) = flo + fili.

Mazzuchi and Soyer (1988) consider a Bayes empirical model or hierarchical extension
of Littlewood and Verrall model. As with the original model, they assume T,- to be
exponentially distributed with scale parameter A.- (see (8)). To describe Ag, they assume
two possible models:

Model A: The random variable A,- has a gamma distribution with parameters a and fl.
Also assume that a and 3 are independent random variables where a has a uniform
distribution and fl another gamma distribution. That is,

no | om) = £7) Awe-fl”, '

(10)

where A 2 0,

1r(a|v)= 50 Sa 51; ,

and 7r(fl|a,b) = % fla‘le‘bfl,fl 2 0,a > 0,b > 0; v, a, and bare known.

Model B: Assume A,- described in the same way as in Littlewood and Verrall, that is,

mum.» = L'il-gj- file-“0°, (n)

where ,\ 2 0,¢(i) = flo + It i,

7r(a Iw) = 5,0Sagw
”(flOlaaba 131) = Fla“; (flO ‘l' fl1)a—1€—b(fi°+fi1) ,fl0 Z —,31,a > 0,b > 0 ,

7r(,81|c,d) = fie?) flf"le‘dfi‘,fl1_2 0, c> 0 and d > O.



3 A Bayesian Analysis for the J elinski-Moranda Model

Considering T1, T2 . . . ,'1’n as a random sample of times between successive failures of
the software under the JM model (1), the likelihood function for A and N is given by

L(A,N) = A”A(N) ewp{—B(N)A} (12)

where A(N) = w?=1(N — i + 1) and B(N) = ?=1(N —z'+1)t,-.

'Observe that N 2 n.

Assuming prior independence between A and N with gamma distributions, a joint
prior density for A and N is given by

7r1(A, N) oc Aal'lN“"le“b‘A'b2N (13)

where A > ‘0 and N > O;a1, b1,a2 and b2 are known constants based on the prior opinion
of an expert.

Observe that E(A) = al/b1,var(A) = (ll/bf, E(N) = (12/62 and var(N) = ag/bg.

When a, = a; = bl = (72 = 0 we have a noninformative prior density given by,

mama KIN (14)

where A > 0 and N > 0.

Considering the prior density (13), the joint posterior density for A and N is given by

1r1(A, N|t1,. . . ,t,,) 0: A"+°‘"1N°"1A(N)exp{—b2N — (bl + B(n)) A} (15)

where A > O and N 2 n.

The marginal posterior density for N is given by

.

Naz-1A(1v)e~-sz
{bl + 13W v

(16)1l'1(N|t1,. ' "tn) 0(

where N _>_ n.



The marginal posterior density for A is given by

7rl(A|t1, . . . ,t”) 0C Ami.” _1 /°° 8~nhA(N)dN
.
(17)

where —nhA(N) = (a2 - 1)an + InA(N) — sz - (bl + B(N))A.

A Laplace’s approximate marginal posterior density for A (see (A.8) in appendix) is
given by

Miriam) cc An+aa—lzvae-1A<fi){1_a>("~;fi)} x

exp {—sz “(bl + Em))A} (18)X 1/2 , -

a_1 1+ Z;— ——_——2'{QNT “I (N — z + 1)
l

'
A -1/2

where A 2" 0, N maximizes —nhA(N) for each value ofA,3 = “N21 + 25:1W} ’
i

and (I) denotes the distribution function of a standard normal distribution N (0, 1).

The predictive density for a future observation also could be obtained by using Laplace’s
method. In the special case with N known, the predictive densite for a future failure time
is given by

f,(tn+1|t1,...,tn)o< [a f(t"+,|A)1r1(A|t1,...,t,,)dA , (19)

where f(tn+1|A) oc Ae'AU‘J'")"‘+l and 7r1(A|t1, . . . ,t,,) 0c A"+“"lexp{— (bl + B(N)) A}.

That is,
1

f1 (tn+1|t1, . . . ,tn) o< {(N ~ n)t,,+1 + b1 + B(N)}"(“+“‘+1) (20)

where in“ 2 0.



4 A Bayesian Analysis for the Moranda Model

Considering a random sample of size n of times between successive failures of the
software under the Moranda model (4), the likelihood function for D and K is given by

nn—l
L(D, K) = D”K e-DZ?=1K“"* (21)

Assuming prior independence between D and K with a gamma distribution for D and
a beta distribution for K, a joint prior density for D and K is given by

”(D, K) or Das-Ie-6391(°4-1(1 — 1054-1, (22)

where D > 0; 0 < k < 1;a3, b3, (14 and b, are known constants.

The choice of 03, b3, (14 and b4 is based on the prior opinion of an expert. Observe that
E(K) = a4/(a4 + b4) and var(K) = a4b4/[(a4 + b,, + l)(a4 + b4)2].

With prior (22), the joint posterior density for D and K is given by

“(D,K|t1,.-.,tn) cx Dfl’raa-lirffu+2‘%'fl-l(1-1<)b«-1 x
(23)

x e‘(ba+2?=1"“"i)0

whereD>0and0<K<L
The marginal posterior density for K is (from (23)) given by

n n -— 1
V ‘

7r(K|t,, . . . ,t,,,) 0c K“ 2 “(1—- K)""‘ x
(24)

x f0°° e‘"h’=(D’dD
,

where -—nhk(D) = (n + a3 - 1)lnD — (b3 + EL] I(‘°1tg) D. '

An approximate marginal posterior density for K (see appendix) is giVen by,

4+n n —- 1
1 bK“ ‘ 1 — K 4-1

7r(K|t1,...,tn) oc
( )

(25)
(1,3 + zy=11(f-tt,-)"+“3



where 0 < K <1.
The marginal posterior density for D is (from (23)) given by

1

7r (Dlt‘, . . . ,t,,) or D"+“3"1e'b3D/ e‘"hD(K)dK (26)
o

- where

—-nhD(K) = (a +M — 1)M + (a, - 1) ln(1 - K) _
— D 22; K‘"t.-.

A Laplace’s approximate marginal posterior density (see (A.8) in appendix) for D is
given by

'

1r(D|t1,...,tn) oc D“+“3‘le'b3D3 e'“"D(k) x

A A” (27)
x {fir—1“) - ‘D (- 19} ’a a

where if maximizes —nhD(K) for each value of D and

—1/2
'

(a4+2‘%"-‘1—1) (bi—1) " ~8 = A + A + D (i—1)(z'- 2)K"'3t; .l K 2
(1 - K)” 2

Assuming K known, the predictive density for a future failure time is given by

n
_

—(n+aa+1)
f(tn+1|t1, - - - it") 0‘ {53 + ZK'qti + Kntn-H} (28)

where tn“ _>_ 0.

5 The Littlewood-éYerrall Model

From (8) and’(9), with ¢(i) completely known, the posterior density for a is given by



“(aitu-nytn) (X f(tli""tnia)770(a) (29)

where 7r0(a) is a prior density for a.

The likelihood function for a is given (see Littlewood and Verrall, 1973) by,

f(t1, . . . ,t,.|a) = H [0 f(t,-IA)7r.- (Ala,¢(z‘))dA (30)
i=1

,

where 7r,~ is the prior density (9) and

f (talA) = Aef*“,t.- z 0 .

The posterior density for a is given by,

1r<a|t1,...,tn) cx {fl [fife-IA) 1r.~(A|a,¢(z'))dA}vro(a). . (31)
i=1

Assuming a. noninformative prior 7ro(a) oc 1/a,a > 0, the posterior density for a is
given by,

7r(a|t1,...,t,,) = —-——- a"’le""°‘ (32)

where a > 0 and 7 = 23,2117; (1 + fa?) .

The marginal posterior density for An“ is given by,

1r(/\,,+1|t1,. . . ,t,,) o< /o 1rn+1(/\|a,1b(n +1))7r(a|t1,...,t,,)da (33)

That is,

e‘¢("+1))\n+l
7!“ (An+1 it17 - - 5 Jr») DC A e_nhx"+1(o:)dai (34)

Afl-i-l

w)here —nh,\n+,(a) = (n—1)lna\¥aA (An+1)-—lnI‘(a) and A(/\,,+1) = 7—ln/\n+1 —Inz/;(n+
1 . -

10



A Laplace’s approximate marginal posterior density for An“ is given by,

' e~¢(n+1)An+1an—le—8A(Xn+1)

1 A
1/2,

An+1r(a){%r +e<1>(a>}
”(An+lltli'-'itn) O< ' (35)

Where An.“ > O, a maximizes —nh)("+1 (a) for each value or An“ and f‘Wa) = d21nF(Oz)/da2
(a trigamma function).

The predictive density for a future failure time T"+1 is given by

f (tn+1|tl, . . . 1tn) = [000 f (tn+ll/\) 7l' (An+1|tl, . . . atn) CIA

= f§°(tn+1|f\){fo°°7rn+1(Ala,¢(n+1))W(alt1,---,tn)da}d/\
(36)

(see Littlewood and Verrall, 1973).

Changing the order of integration in (36), we get

my" {7 + In (1 + ——t’—‘-fl—) }-(n+1)
f(tn+llt17 ° ' ' a tn) =

(tn+l +
¢1€in++13 . (37)

where tn“ 2 0 and 7 is given in (32).

When we do not have ‘l/J(i) completely known, we cbuld consider a parametric family
¢(@, i), where Q is a vector of unknown parameters.

In this case, we also assume an exponential density (8) for the i-th time between
failures and we consider A,- with a gamma density,

.

[lb (é’ifla 01-1 n!!! éd A

flown?) = WA 6
( )

(38)

where A > 0.

The joint posterior density for a and g (see (31)) is given by

11



7r(a,g|t1,...,t,,) =
j a

_

(39)
— a" { it (M?) (T1) } 770 (a? g)__ g=l ti + 1!) (é,i t.'+‘l/J gfi

Assuming 1,1; (g, i): flu + fili, we have,

1T (a, fin, lBlltla - ~ - vtn) QC

«x «4 Mafia)“(“tau-1} ”we
Assuming a noninformative prior density 1r0(a, flu, fll) oc 1/(aflofl1), the joint posterior -

density for a, fig and fll is given by

(40)

afl-IB(flo,fil)e-afi<flwfl>
flOfll

“(07501fl1lt11-“at7J °< (41)

where

" 1
“11301161 > 0,3(130, 31) = £11 (m)

and

n ti + 160 + 151i
fl01fl1=§In<———————flo

+ W ) .

Integrating out a in (41), we get the joint marginal posterior density for 30 and B1,

B(flD7,Bl).
.

”(fi°’fl"i"""t") °‘ salmon)? ‘

,

(42)

To get the marginal posterior densities for fig, B1 and An“, or the predictive density
for a future observation Tn“, we should use a numerical or approximation method (see
appendix).

12



6 An Example

In table 1, we have a data set introduced by Jelinski and Moranda (1972). The data
consists of the number of days between the 26 failures that ocurred during the production
phase of a software (NTDS data-Naval tactical data system).

Z t; 1. t; i t; 1: t; i t,‘ z t,-

1 9 6 2 11 1 16 1 21 11 26 1

2 12 7 5 12 6 17 3 22 33
3 11 8 8 13 1 18 3 23 7
4 4 9 5 14 9 19 6 24 91
5 7 10 7 15 4 20 1 25 2

Table 1 - NTDS data

Considering the JM model (2) for this data set, the maximum likelihood estimators for
the parameters are given by A = 0006904 and N = 31.1. Using the standard asymptotical
normality for the maximum likelihood estimators based on the Fisher information matrix
(see for example, Lawless, 1982), approximate 95% confidence intervals for A and N are
given by 0.0007 < A < 0.0131 and 20.1225 < N < 42.0775. Usually, the accuracy of these
asymptotical inferences depend on the data set and on an appropriate parametrization
(see Sprott, 1973).

For a Bayesian analysis of the JM model, assume that the software expert has a prior
opinion, given by E(N) = 30,var(N) = 9, E(A) = 0.010 and var(A) = 0.0005. From
this prior opinion, consider the joint prior density for A and N (13) with a; = 0.2, bl =
20, a; = 100 and b2 = 3.33.

With this choice of prior, the joint posterior for A and N (see(15)) is given by

7r1 (A, Nltl, . . . ,t26) oc A25'2N99A(N)exp{—3.33N -— (20 + B(N)) A} , (43)

where A > 0,N 2 26,A(N) = 26 (N—i+ 1) andi=l

123

B(N) = Em -z'+1)t,-.
i=1

-

The marginal posterior density for N (see(16)) is given by

N99A(N)e—3.33N
1r Nt,...,t —-——-——-——————-i( ll 26)_°‘ {20+B(N)}26.2 (44)

13



where N 2 26.
PRIOR (13)

G1= 02= b1= b2= 0
---a1=o.2,b1='zo,az=1oo,b2=3.33

I | r I ‘ N
24.00 28.00 32.00 36.00 40l00 441.00

Figure 1 - Marginal Posterior Density for N

In figure 1, we have the graph of the marginal posterior density (45). The mode of (44)
is N = 30.1. We also have in figure 1, the graph of the marginal posterior density for N
considering the noninformative priorAdensity (14). In this case, the mode of the marginal
posterior density for N is given by N = 30.3 We observe in figure 1, better inference for
N assuming the prior density (13), with a] = 0.2, bl = 20,a2 = 100 and b2 = 3.33.

From (43), an approximate marginal posterior density for A (see (18)) is given by

0'
7rl (Altli ' ' ' ’t26) 0( A25.21/V\99A (N) a {1 _ Q (26 r N)} (45)

where

26
41/2

0.8 1
A>0&=_ —=\— + —j\———'——— ,’ {N2 §(N—i+1)2}

and N maximizes —0.8N + lnzf1(N) — 3.33N — (20 + B(N))A, for each value of A.

In figure 2, we have the graph of (45). The mode of (45) is given by 11 = 0.014.

14



l l I I f 17-A-
.000 .005 .o1o ms .020 .025

Figure 2 - Marginal Posterior Density for A.

Assuming N = 31 known, the predictive density (see (20)) for a future failure Tr” with
bl = 20, is given by

_
1.7715e220

t t,...,t == ——————————————f1( Ni 1 26)
(3762 + 5m)?”

(46)

where tn 2 0.

Using Simpson’s rule, we get the posterior mean E(T27|t1,...,t26) = 29:8492. A
numerically obtained 90% Bayesian interval for T27 is given by (1.475;91.120).

Considering the Moranda mpdel (4), the maximum likelihood estimators for D and K
are given by D = 0.2112 and K = 0.951.

For a Bayesian analysis of the Moranda model, let us assume that the prior opinion of

a software expert is given by E(K) a 0.92,var(K) = 0.001, E(-D) = 0.22 and var(D) =
0.002. Thus, consider the prior (22) with as = 24.2,b3 = 110, (14 = 66.8 and b4 = 5.8.

With this choice of prior, the jointi'posterior density dor D and K (see(23)) is given
by ‘

15



77 (D, I(|t1, . . . 7t26) (X D49'2I(390’8(1 —' I()4'8 X

(47)
x exp{— (110 + 23211(“1t;)D}

whereD>0and0<K<L

An approximate marginal posterior density for K (see (25)) is given by,

[6390.8 1 __ 11, 4.8

7r (I{|t1, . . . , tge) 0<
( )

50.2 (48)
{110 + $3, K‘“t,~}

where 0 < K <1.
The mode of (48) is given by if = 0.947 (see figure 3).

l l I I I r :K
0.84 0.88 0.92 0.96 1.00 1.04

Figure 3 - Marginal Posterior Density for K

Assuming K = 0.95 known, the predictive density for a future observation T27 (see
(28)) is given by '

0.01519 (3280

(231.1 + 0.2635t27)51‘2
(49)f (t27it1a."' - at26) =

where tn 2 0.

16



Using Simpson’s rule, we get the predictive mean value E(T27|t1, . . . ,t26) = 17.8239.
A numerically obtained 90% Bayesian interval for T27 is given by (0.9; 54.0).

Considering the Littlewoocl-Verrall model (see (8) and (9)) for the NTDS data of table
1, the posterior density for a (see (32)) assuming Mi) = z' is given by

7‘ (alt1,.. q—tzs)— 30803 (105)a25 6—15-13460, (50)

where a > 0.

'The mode of (50) is given by 61 = 1.65 (see figure 4). The posterior mean for (50) is

given by E(a|t1,. . . ,t26) = 1.718

l l l l l (I1.00 1.50 2.00 2.50 3.00 3.50
Figure 4 - Posterior density for a with ¢(i) = z'

Also assuming ¢(i) = i, an approximate marginal posterior density for A27 (see (35))
with {(‘)(a) z §(1 + 513) (see Abramowitz e Stegun, 1972) is given by

A3;la26 e.—1184a— 27A”

I‘ (a) {26 + 51}”2
(51)77 (A27It1, . . . ,t26) 0(

where A27 > 0 anda maximizes —25Ina — 11. 83901 + alnAw — lnI‘(a), for each value of
A27. The mode of (51)IS given by A27—— 0.024 (see figure 5).

17



1 |
A

T X27
.00 .09 .18 .27 .36
Figure 5 - Posterior density for A27 with 11)(z') = i.

The predictive density for a future observation T27 (see (37) with ¢(i) = i) is given by

26051346)”
(27 + t”) {15.1346 + In (1 + filmy

f(t27lt1,- - - 7t26) = (52)

where in 2 0.

A Laplace’s approximation for the predictive mean of (52) is given by

E (T27It1, . . . ,t26) = 14.0305 .

Observe that we could consider any other choice for ¢(i).

7 Concluding Remarks

The use of approximate Bayesian methods could be a suitable alternative to get accu-
rate inferences for software reliability. We also could use Bayesian procedures to discrim-
inate software reliability models} (see for example, Gelfand and Dey, 1994; Geisser and
Edy, 1979; Aitkin, 1991 or Berger and Pericchi, 1992).

A simple procedure to compare two models I and II (see for example, Box, 1980; or
Mazzuchi and Soyer, 1998), is to consider the ratio.

18



=Hf“ti-“1a“ .,t,'__1,I) (53)
i=l f(_ti It], vii—1,11)

where f(t,-|t1,...,i,-._‘,I) and f(t.-|t1,...,t,--1,II) are obtained by replacing T; by its
observed value t,- in tln predictive distribution of T; given t1,...,t,_1 for models I and II,

. respectively.

If R1 is greater than 1, then model I is preferable to model II; otherwise the reverse is

true.
'

Equation (53) provides a global measure for comparing the two models. An alternative
procedure is to use a local measure at each stage, given by

R2 __
f(tilt1’-- iti—I’I)'m (54)

As an illustrative example, let us assume the comparison of JM model (2) with
Moranda model (4), for the data set of table 1. The ratio of predictive densities (46)
and (49) is given by

'

R2 __ thg7lt12...,t262JM!
f(t27lt1)" ‘7t26)M)

(55)
116.6228e-60 (231.1 + 0.2635t27)51'2

(3762 + 5&7)”-2

If the next failure time is T27 = 47, we get R2 ='1.6955, that is, the JMmodel is
preferable to Moranda model, at this stage.

APPENDIX

Laplace’s Method for Approximationof Integrals
Assuming fl is a smooth function of an m—dimensional parameter 0 with -h having a

maximum at 0, Laplace’s method,- approximates an integral of the form,

11 = / f(0)ezp[—nh(0)]d0 . (A.1)
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by expanding h and f in a Taylor series about 5 (see for example, Kass, Tierney and
Kadane, 1990).

Considering first the case in which 0 is one-dimensional, Laplace’s method gives the
approximation,

TI 2 (27r)1/20'f (13) emp{-—nh (5)} (14.2)

where a = {nh” (5)}_l/2.

In multiparameter case, with 0 e R'", we have

fl Q (21r)"‘/2 {det (nDzh (§))}_l/2 f (a) emp{—nh (5)} (A3)

where a maximizes —h(0) and D2h(5) is the Hessian matrix of h evaluated at (7.

A special case of Laplace’s approximations is given with f = 1 (see Tierney and
Kadane, 1986).

Laplace’s method for approximation of integrals assumes that the main contribution
to the relevant integrals comes from a peak in the function e‘"h(a) defined in the entirely
real line. ’

For definite integrals, we could get some simple extensions of Laplace’s approximations.

As a special case, consider the approximation of the integral,

12 = / ("Wm >

(A4)

where (5 which maximizes —-nh(0) is larger or close to the constant a. In this case, by
expanding h in a Taylor series about 9, we have,

12 g e-"Wl /_
0°

{BE/[2190‘fld0
(A5)

. - (JD-M2 \
-

Since [foo e
5107

dm = \/21ra<I> (935), where (I) denotes the distribution function
of a standard normal distribution N (0, 1), we get the approximation,
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O’

A - 5
In E nae-”(Flo (a A ) (fl-6)

where 3 = {nh” (§)}-l/2

Observe that, if (a — 0)/a > 3, Laplace’s approximation (A.6) reduces to (A.2), since

(I) (9-51): 1. Also, observe that if a—— 0, that13, the maximum of—h18 at the boundary

of the integration interval, 11> (lg—N) = 0.5, and Laplace’s approximation for I218 given by

T, g (g- ae-""@ ' (A.7)

Similar results are obtained for other cases. For example,

A
' °°

e“""(”)d0 2 2m? 1 - <1)
“ I"

0
(A.8)

a - 0'

and,

b —
A

h
A

/ e-"Wo z 27r3{<1> (979) __<1> (“ A a)} ,
a 0' 0’

where 5 maximizes —h(0) and a = {nh” (5) }—1/2.
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